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The Milan Fashion Week previews that concluded
Monday announced a return to more formal dress, con-
firming a trend seen on the red carpet at the Oscars the

night before. Milan designers indulged in fringe, beading and
elegant lines. Dark colors prevailed, but were tempered with
bursts of tangerine, turquoise, icy blue and greens as seasons
continue to blur on fashion runways. Some highlights from
the last day of fall/winter shows, anchored by Giorgio Armani:

Irreverent, inventive Armani
Giorgio Armani may be known for his jackets, but trousers

were the headliners of his ultra-elegant collection for next fall
and winter. The designer's notes didn't offer a vocabulary for a
new silhouette that smartly merges trousers with a skirt, but
said the collection invokes "a new adaptation of the Armani
style: free, aware, subtly irreverent." The look was an evolution
of the tulip trouser introduced some seasons ago, updated for
the new collection with a sweeping skirt in the shape of twin
tulip petals that meld seamlessly into a snug pant leg.

The skirt element of the combination was mostly pleat-
ed, and the trouser legs, visible from behind, sometimes
were done in contrasting colors - red on black, for example.
That particular pairing was completed with a red blouse
with a standing ruffle that framed the face, a two-button
blazer and bowler hat. Pleating details were repeated on
three-dimensional bell cuffs and high Victorian-like neck-
lines. Another new silhouette was a bell-shaped top, work-
ing as a tunic over silky trousers or layered over a longer
skirt for an evening dress. The color palate included a lot of
red and black combos, segueing into colorful green and
blues or red and purples. Velvet and furs created volumes
and softness. The final look was a glimmering multi-color
drop-waist gown worn with a crystal-studded head scarf
and long beads for a refined hippy look.

Power through positivity at Versace
Donatella Versace has long promoted the power women

through her uncompromising fashion. On Friday in Milan, she
did it again. Emblazoned on her creations for next fall were
key words: Solidarity; Equality; Courage; Unity. The words
were embroidered on sheer layers peeking out from under
black wool skirts. On the sleeves of blouses. And most symbol-
ically, on patches placed on knit hats that recall the caps worn
at recent demonstrations by women across the United States.
Versace's hats weren't pink and didn't have cat ears, but the
sentiment was unmistakable.

The Versace woman for next season is unapologetically
streetwise. She wears a hoodie under her down-to-business
suit, refusing to compromise her knowledge, the very defini-
tion of equality. "This is a collection about the power of
women, and women who know how to use their power,"
Versace said in her notes. Versace tapped into all aspects of a
woman's life, from work to play to evening. There were suits
for the work day, but always with a streetwear edge, such as a
cropped sweater with an open blazer and cropped pants.
There were sexy body-hugging dresses that can transition
from day to night. And there were pretty floral dresses that
had a vaguely battle-fatigue camouflage effect.  Sheepskin
jackets are fitted, to show the curves. Versace said the collec-
tion "is a call for unity, and the strength that comes from posi-
tivity and hope." Model Naomi Campbell and Formula One
driver Lewis Hamilton took in the show from the front row.

Seduction explored - 
and questioned - at Prada

Miuccia Prada officially disavows connecting fashion with
politics. So let's let the clothes speak for her. Her latest collec-
tion had clear echoes of the protest movement of the 1970s,

interwoven with references to today's protests asserting the
rights of women and native peoples. Prada's theme:
Seduction, and questioning its relevance. And the implicit
question: Is this all deja vu all over again? Of course if you ask
Prada, she will deny it all. And yet: Crocheted bras spoke to a
woman's handiwork and suggested a bygone protest era
when women shed theirs, even burned them. Furry parkas
with full hoods and Eskimo boots, beaded accents and trailing
feathers referenced Native American cultures still fighting for
control over their resources.

Prada said the collection took off from her menswear looks
shown in January, just days before the US presidential inaugu-
ration. The male figure was her starting point "with the idea,
with too much power. . And to get back to reality, to people,
to a more sensitive atmosphere." And she did that with decid-
edly feminine forms and materials. There were mohair dresses
with a mermaid ruffle below the knees, crepe dresses with
beading and feather accents and satiny gowns with knee-high
red boots, clearly made for walking. But there were also
marabou feathered slippers.

"Me personally, my point was seduction. How necessary is
seduction: Do we use the same instruments as 50 years ago?
Women want to appeal and be beautiful, but how if you are
intelligent?" Prada asked, adding that this is "an argument that
was never discussed and probably we should discuss again."
There was handcrafted knitwear, while tweed and corduroy
showed the more assertive, even homely, side. Seduction is,
after all, all in the eye of the beholder. — AP 
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Models pose at the end of the show for fashion house Giorgio Armani during the Women’s Fall/Winter 2017/2018 fashion week in Milan, on February 27, 2017. — AFP photos
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